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Transform your phone into a powerful document scanner with the ultimate all-in-one solution - the Simple Scanner App. One Tap to scan any document to PDF.

ðŸ”� Simple Scanner App: Tired of complicated scanning processes? We offers a straightforward solution for scanning documents, converting them to PDF, and more. With our easy scanner app you will enjoy a seamless scanning experience with user-friendly interface. From scanning to editing, every step is designed to be intuitive and hassle-free. 

ðŸ†” ID-Scanner: Need to scan IDs or passports? Our specialized ID-scanner feature makes it a breeze. Effortlessly scan your identification documents and share them securely with ease.

ðŸ“„ Scan PDF Converter: Convert any document into a PDF format with unparalleled ease. Whether it's receipts, contracts, invoices, bills and receipts, certificates, notebooks and notes, business cards, etc. our app has you covered. Scan, convert, and share in seconds.

ðŸ”� Clear Scanner: Experience crystal-clear scans with our advanced scanning technology. No blurry or distorted images â€“ we ensures that every scan is crisp and clear. High-quality PDF scanning is just a tap away.
 Scanning process includes document border detection, automatic image enhancement, smart background cropping, multiple filter options. Using filters makes your scanned documents clearer and more suitable for different office tasks.

ðŸ–¼ï¸� Scan Documents: Need to digitize your documents? Our app allows you to scan documents to PDF quickly and efficiently. Say goodbye to piles of paper cluttering your desk â€“ with our app, everything is just a scan away.

ðŸš€ Quick PDF Scanner App: Need to scan documents in a hurry? Our fast scanner offers great scanning speeds, so you can get the job done in record time. With our app, scanning is quick and easy. Whether you're scanning a single page or a multi-page document, our app gets the job done in record time.

ðŸ–¼ï¸� Picture To PDF: Turn your pic to PDF with ease. Whether it's a family photo or a snapshot of a document, our app can convert it  in seconds. Convert Photo to PDF in one tap.

ðŸ“š Book Page Scanner: Want to digitize a book? Our app offers advanced book page scanning technology, so you can capture every page with precision and accuracy. Say goodbye to manual scanning â€“ with our app, it's quick and easy.

âœ‚ï¸� Cut Scanner: Need to crop your scans? Our app offers advanced cropping tools, so you can trim your scans with precision and accuracy. With our app, every scan looks professional and polished.

ðŸ“‘ Paper Scan App: Say goodbye to bulky scanners â€“ with our app, you can scan documents directly to PDF format using your smartphone or tablet. It's quick, easy, and convenient.

Document Scanner is the ability to keep all your equipment in your pocket and increase your productivity at work or school. Use PDF Scanner for easy and convenient document scanning. No need for an office scanner any more - install this quick scan app.

How to scan using PDF Scanner:
1. Place the document in front of the device's camera so the document is fully visible on the deviceâ€™s screen.
2. Crop document by using a selection tool.
3. Make photos of the desired pages.
4. Enhance the quality of an image by applying filters.
5. Export to PDF or JPEG.

Try this PDF Scanner! This app helps you create PDFs files from any document. The doc scan can convert all kinds of documents into PDF file in a few seconds by one tap!
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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February 13, 2024
They claim it's free but it's only free to look atðŸ’¯ the second you want to try and actually use the app for anything you have to pay I wish they would have been up front about this before me wasting my time installing it taking pictures loading the documents just to find out I can't do anything with them ðŸ¤¯
10 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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February 27, 2024
I dont like ads that pop out
1 person found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes
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March 5, 2024
Push notification ad
Did you find this helpful?

Yes
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What's new


 ðŸ”¹ Fix bugs
 ðŸ”¹ Improve user experience
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